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CAN YOU GO HOME AGAIN?Â Thanks to Eren, humanity has taken the town of Trost back from

the Titans. Exhausted, Eren falls into a coma for three days â€“ and wakes in shackles, staring at

Erwin Smith, leader of the Survey Corps. Certain that Erenâ€™s fatherâ€™s research holds the key

to the mystery of the Titansâ€™ rise, Smith wants an expedition to retrieve it from the house where

Eren grew up. But thatâ€™s deep in Titan territory, and to get there Eren will need to master a

power he still doesnâ€™t fully understandâ€¦
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This is definitely an important volume of AOT. Eren is put through a rough ordeal of being in court

for being a monster and dangerous to the human race. We already knew that was going to happen,

but it was interesting to see how things turn out. We also got a cool flashback on important

information about titans. We are introduced to some new characters and important revelation as

well.Story: The story is slow at first, but speeds up real fast and leaves a huge cliffhanger at the

end. Eren is on trial and things are extremely interesting listening to the police and scouting legion

on Eren predicament. We are introduced to a new character named Hanji who is basically a

researcher on titans. She is extremely smart and explains a lot about titans. New types of titans are

introduced call Deviant who are smarter then regular titans. Also a new type of titan just like the

colossal and armored titan is introduced. 4/4Character development: Wow lots of character

development this time. Hanji is a really cool character that was introduced. Eren also has a squad of



elite guards guarding him, but not much is explained about them really. Hanji basically got a chapter

to herself and her research on titans and that was awesome. Irvin and Levi got some screen time

and we learn a lot about Irvin leadership and get to understand why the scouting legion is a lot more

powerful then it used to be. 3/3.Artwork: There is reason why 20 million volumes have already been

sold in Japan. Awesome artwork as always. 3/3Overall, this is extremely important volume in the

series and definitely a good one. I am so pumped up about next volume, but I got to wait til

September.10/10

I follow the Japanese volumes so I was very excited to have the opportunity to get English copies.

They fit in the same comic sleeves that I use for Gantz and the quality of the book and pages are

great. 5/5.

I watched the first few episodes on nextflix but itâ€™s not in English so I opted to go with the manga

to check it out because the complete series exists instead of just season one. This is my first manga

so I donâ€™t really have any prior experience to base it off when it comes to the art or story. I like

the art itâ€™s not over complex when it comes to telling the story it seems to work for the gritty

horror story. So far the story while is well developed itâ€™s easy to get lost turning the pages.The

fifth installment is Eren is on trial to decide if he should be dissected or used in the survey corps to

stop the titan attacks. Thankfully heâ€™s sent to the survey corps where he might just be able to

help stop the titans and figure out whatâ€™s going on with himself. Heâ€™s been assigned under

Levi which is a hero among the squads but heâ€™s also one they feel if Eren got out of control

could handle him. We also had an encounter with a titan who happened to have a little more

intelligence than the prior ones so far. We also have a new squad leader who happens to be

researching the titans that they have snagged.I enjoyed the fifth installment we are at last getting

out of the walls to maybe fight the titans and figure out what is really going on with Eren. I actually

just wanted to read a few pages but ended up staying in bed reading till I was done and had to fight

the urge to move to the next book. Iâ€™m curious to learn more about Levi since itâ€™s clear

heâ€™s going to be a major character unless Eren eats him. Weâ€™ve seen a few little snips of him

in prior books but now with the new squad we have new people. Iâ€™m really enjoying the story

even if it did have a break in the action packed giant zombie humanoid fight. I already have the rest

of them loaded on my kindle so just now to find the time. I still recommend them.

I love the anime and so I bought the manga. It is interesting to see how the actual artist/creator tells



the story. The anime is pretty loyal to it. I can't wait until the next season's anime comes out. It's

great to see this manga animated and in color.

~4/5[More of my reviews are available on my blog, Geeky Reading, to which there's a link on my

profile.]The world of this series is just expanding every volume, and Iâ€™m loving it. We meet a

character named Ilse in this book, who has some really interesting information on the titans. Then

Erenâ€™s fate is decided, and everyone gets to choose what part of the army they want to join. And

then thereâ€™s an attack on the titans/exploration/test of the land.So much is happening! Weâ€™re

finding out so much about the titans, thereâ€™s so much violence, and itâ€™s all just so exciting.

And horrifying. I think this is one of the few books that Iâ€™ve read where Iâ€™m truly horrified by

whatâ€™s happening. I mean, I get freaked out rather easy, but a lot of violence in books isnâ€™t as

bad as whatâ€™s in this one. Iâ€™m really interested in whatâ€™s happening with Eren, as well as

Mikasa (just because I like her so much) and Armin. I really like Captain Levi, and am intrigued by

him. There was a really bad cliffhanger on this volume, and I really want to find out what happens

next.I love the world that this is set in. Itâ€™s just so interesting to me. I want to know more, more,

more! We found out some really interesting things about them this volume, and Iâ€™m looking

forward to more in the next volumes. Also, I want to know exactly what makes certain titans

different, and how they can tell so easily.This series has easily made it to my favorite list, and I

canâ€™t wait to get my hands on the next volume.
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